Organizers
The Arab Electricity Regulators Forum (AERF), Cairo, the Commission de Regulation de L’Electricite du Gaz, and the African Forum for Utility Regulators (AFUR), Pretoria.

Key Sponsor
The Key sponsor is the Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa (BADEA) Khartoum.

Invites
Since Utility Organizations own most Infrastructure Assets, we will be inviting ± 120 Utility delegates from 20 African Nations and 15 Arab Countries.

Conference Theme
As Forums for Regulatory Utilities, the objectives of this AERF and AFUR conference will be to support the development of effective Utility Regulation through the facilitation and harmonization of regulatory policies, exchange of information, and lessons of experience amongst Energy Utility Regulators in Africa and the Middle East.

Conference Outcomes
The conference objectives will be to:
- Hold discussion and have agreements to hold comparable biannual gatherings in the future,
- Creation of a member communications database,
- Identification of synergy projects that require the needed funding,
- Identification of topics for further research and study,
- Creation of an understanding of how to work together to improve cyber security threats,
- Agreement on how to do reciprocal labor exchanges among the associated organizations,
- And any other recommendations
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African/Arab Gathering, Algeria
21st to the 23rd of May 2024
Algeria - Algiers Marriot Hotel, Bab Ezzouar